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Abstract We introduce a novel method to answer natural language queries about rehabilitation robotics, over the formal ontology
REHABROBO-ONTO. For that, (i) we design and develop a novel controlled natural language for rehabilitation robotics, called
REHABROBO-CNL; (ii) we introduce translations of queries in REHABROBO-CNL into SPARQL queries, utilizing a novel
concept of query description trees; (iii) we use an automated reasoner to find answers to SPARQL queries. To facilitate the use
of our method by experts, we develop an intelligent, interactive query answering system, called REHABROBO-QUERY, using
Semantic Web technologies, and make it available on the cloud via Amazon web services. REHABROBO-QUERY guides the
users to express their queries in natural language and displays the answers to queries in a readable format, possibly with links
to detailed information. Easy access to information on REHABROBO-ONTO through complex queries in natural language may
help engineers inspire new rehabilitation robot designs, while also guiding practitioners to make more informed decisions on
technology based rehabilitation.
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1. Introduction

Neurological injuries, such as stroke, are the lead-
ing cause of permanent disability in developed coun-
tries [1]. In particular, among 17 million people that
suffer from stoke, about one third are left permanently
disabled each year. These disabilities place a high
burden on individual welfare of patients, while nega-
tively impact national economies [2]. Despite the re-
cent medical developments, the number of stroke inci-
dents continues to increase due to the ageing popula-
tion in many developed countries.

Physical rehabilitation therapy is indispensable for
treating neurological disabilities. Therapies have been
shown to be more effective when they are task spe-
cific [5], repetitive [7], intense [30], long term [46],
and allow for active involvement of patients [36].
However, repetitive and high intensity therapies place
high physical burden on the therapist, significantly in-
creasing the cost of such treatments.

With recent advancements at electro-mechanical
systems, robot-assisted rehabilitation devices have be-
come ubiquitous, since these devices can bear the
physical burden of rehabilitation exercises, while ther-
apists are employed as decision makers. In particular,
the use of robotic devices in repetitive and physically
involved rehabilitation eliminate the physical burden
of movement therapy for the therapists, enable safe and
versatile training with increased intensity, and increase
the reliability, accuracy, and effectiveness of tradi-
tional physical rehabilitation therapies. Robot-assisted
rehabilitation devices can be used to support patients
with all levels of impairment, can quantitatively mea-
sure patient progress, allow for easy tuning of dura-
tion and intensity of therapies, and enable realization
of customized, interactive, innovative treatment proto-
cols. Clinical trials with robot-assisted rehabilitation
indicate that this form of therapy is effective for motor
recovery and possesses high potential for improving
functional independence of patients [31,38,42,43,49].
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As more and more rehabilitation robots are de-
ployed, the information about them also increases.
However, this information is not represented as knowl-
edge in structured forms, and usually appears as text
in relevant publications. Consequently, accessing the
requested knowledge and thus automatically reason-
ing about it has become a challenge. For instance, ac-
cessing the flexion/extension range of motion (RoM)
of ASSISTON-SE [51], and determining the rehabili-
tation robots that target shoulder movements and also
have at least 210◦ RoM for the flexion/extension move-
ments of the shoulder are challenging tasks that require
one to go through and study unstructured text from
several different resources.

Furthermore, given the interdisciplinary nature of
rehabilitation robotics, in many cases, the requested
knowledge requires integration of further knowledge
from related disciplines, such as physical medicine.
For instance, determination of rehabilitation robots
that can treat patients with rotator cuff lesions, require
one to know that rotator cuffs are muscle units em-
ployed to move the shoulder, and that, for patients with
rotator cuff lesions, abduction and flexion movements
of the shoulder should not have more than 90◦ RoM.
Relevant rehabilitation robots can only be found after
one acquires this crucial information.

Additionally, given the growing number of research
groups contributing to the field, different approaches
display large variability and the field lacks a standard-
ized terminology. Several efforts have been initiated
for standardizing terminology, as well as assessment
measures, for rehabilitation robots, e.g., by European
Network on Robotics for Neurorehabilitation1. The de-
velopment of such a standardization is likely a critical
step for the field, helping robotic rehabilitation tech-
nology become widely understood and accepted as a
useful tool.

Motivated by these challenges and efforts, we have
earlier designed and developed the first formal re-
habilitation robotics ontology, called REHABROBO-
ONTO, in OWL (Web Ontology Language) [3,26],
and made it available on the cloud via Amazon
Web Services [13,14,16] (in particular, Amazon EC2
– Elastic Compute Cloud)2 so that every rehabil-
itation robotics researcher can easily use it in or-
der to publish/represent information about his/her
robot, and modify this information. To facilitate such

1http://www.cost.eu/COST_Actions/bmbs/TD1006
2http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/

modifications of the rehabilitation robotics ontol-
ogy REHABROBO-ONTO, we have also developed a
Web-based software (called REHABROBO-QUERY)3

with an intelligent user-interface. In this way, experts
do not need to know the underlying logic-based rep-
resentation languages of ontologies, like OWL, or Se-
mantic Web technologies, for information entry and
modification. REHABROBO-QUERY utilizes Amazon
Web Services (Amazon EC2) for cloud computing.
For further information about the design, develop-
ment and maintenance of REHABROBO-ONTO, and
how REHABROBO-QUERY facilitates modification of
REHABROBO-ONTO, we refer the reader to our earlier
article [16].

This article is concerned with answering queries
about rehabilitation robotics over REHABROBO-ONTO.
Note that a structured representation of informa-
tion about rehabilitation robotics as the ontology
REHABROBO-ONTO allows rehabilitation robotics re-
searchers to learn various properties of the existing
robots and access the related publications to further
improve the state-of-the-art. Physical medicine experts
also can find information about rehabilitation robots
and related publications to better identify the appro-
priate robot for a particular therapy or patient popula-
tion. Such requested information can be obtained from
REHABROBO-ONTO by expressing the requested in-
formation as a formal query in a query language, such
as SPARQL [44], and then by computing answers to
these queries by using a state-of-the-art automated rea-
soner, such as PELLET [45]. However, expressing the
requested information as a formal query by means
of formulas is challenging for many users, including
robot designers and physical medicine experts. For that
reason, we particularly focus on the process of query
answering over REHABROBO-ONTO, and making it
easier for the users to express their queries in a nat-
ural language and to obtain answers to their queries
automatically.

Towards these goals, the main contributions of this
article can be summarized as follows. For expressing
queries about rehabilitation robotics, we have designed
and developed a novel controlled natural language
for rehabilitation robots, called REHABROBO-CNL.
For automatically computing answers to natural lan-
guage queries, we have introduced an algorithm that
transforms natural language queries in REHABROBO-
CNL into formal queries in SPARQL. This transfor-

3http://hmi.sabanciuniv.edu/?page_id=781
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mation utilizes an intermediate representation: a novel
tree structure, called a Query Description Tree (QDT).
Once the natural language query is transformed into a
formal query, PELLET is used to find relevant answers
to the query. The software system REHABROBO-
QUERY has been extended with an interactive, intelli-
gent user interface to guide the users to enter natural
language queries in REHABROBO-CNL about the ex-
isting robots, and to present the answers in an under-
standable form, so that the users do not have to know
about the logical formalism of the ontology or the for-
malism to represent queries, or the use of the technolo-
gies for computing answers to their questions about
rehabilitation robots.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. We
present the controlled natural language REHABROBO-
CNL for expressing queries about rehabilitation robotics
(Section 3), and discuss the extension of REHABROBO-
QUERY to support querying in REHABROBO-CNL
via an interactive, intelligent user-interface (Section 4).
We present our transformation of a REHABROBO-
CNL query into a SPARQL query (Section 5) whose
answer can be computed using PELLET (Section 6).
We evaluate the underlying methods empirically over a
variety of queries, and the usefulness of REHABROBO-
QUERY by a survey analysis with participants of differ-
ent backgrounds (Section 7). After we summarize the
related work about software systems that support nat-
ural language queries over ontologies (Section 8), we
conclude with a summary of our contributions (Sec-
tion 9).

This article significantly extends our earlier pa-
per [15], presented at the International Conference
on Knowledge Engineering and Ontology Devel-
opment (KEOD 2014), (i) by providing more de-
tails about the query answering system integrated in
REHABROBO-QUERY, the types of queries supported
by REHABROBO-QUERY, and the complete descrip-
tion of the query language REHABROBO-CNL, (ii) by
introducing a new algorithm for transformation of a
REHABROBO-CNL query into a SPARQL query, and
(iii) by providing evaluations of the underlying meth-
ods and the query system REHABROBO-QUERY.

2. A Brief Review of REHABROBO-ONTO

REHABROBO-ONTO is the first formal rehabilita-
tion robotics ontology that represents knowledge about
rehabilitation robotics in a structured form, and allows
query answering about this knowledge. It has been de-

veloped in line with the efforts of European Network
on Robotics for Neurorehabilitation4, for standardiz-
ing terminology as well as assessment measures for re-
habilitation robots.

REHABROBO-ONTO has been designed by consid-
ering suggestions of various rehabilitation robotics re-
searchers and physical medicine experts, by first iden-
tifying the purpose, and then the basic concepts and
their thematic classes, and their relationships. The
main classes and their relationships are illustrated in
Figure 1.

REHABROBO-ONTO has five main concepts (or the-
matic classes):

– RehabRobots (representing rehabilitation robots
and their properties),

– JointMovements (representing targeted joint
movements and their properties),

– Owners (representing robot designers who add/mo-
dify information in the ontology about their own
robots),

– References (representing publications related to
rehabilitation robots),

– Assessments (representing assessment measures
for rehabilitation robots).

The main classes RehabRobots, JointMovements
and Assessments have further subclasses. For in-
stance, JointMovements has two main subclasses, for
lower extremity joint movements and upper extremity
joint movements; Fig. 3 of [16] illustrates a hierarchy
of the lower extremity joint movements, while Figure 2
shows a hierarchy of the upper extremity joint move-
ments. Currently there are 147 classes represented in
REHABROBO-ONTO.

The main concepts are related to each other by the
following relations:

– a rehabilitation robot targets joint movements,
– a rehabilitation robot is ownedBy a robot designer,
– a rehabilitation robot hasReferences to some

publications,
– a rehabilitation robot hasAssessment with re-

spect to some evaluation measure.

REHABROBO-ONTO has been developed using the
ontology editor PROTÉGÉ [25], in the ontology lan-
guage OWL 2 DL, with OWL/XML syntax. It is open-
source and available on the cloud via Amazon Web
Services. Its maintenance (i.e., adding, deleting, mod-

4http://www.rehabilitationrobotics.eu/
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RehabRobots

JointMovements

targets
1..*

has_Name: String
has_Active_DOF: Integer
has_Passive_DOF: Integer
has_Control_Modes: {ADL, BCI, EMG, active, assistive, 
bilateral, multilateral, passive, resistive}
has_Disorder_Level: {mild, moderate, severe}
has_Functionality: {clinic, home}
has_Interaction_Type: {endE�ector, exoskeleton, 
mixed, suspension}
has_Intervention_Time: {acute, chronic, subacute}
has_Kinematic_Type: {fully-actuated, under-actuated, 
redundant}
has_Mechanism_Type: {serial, parallel, hybrid, mobile}
has_Motion_Capability: {grounded, mobile}
has_Targeted_Population: {adult, pediatric}
has_Targeted_Disorder: {stroke, spineCordInjury}

has_ROM_Type: {active, passive}
has_ROM_Max: �oat
has_ROM_Min: �oat
has_Actuation: {electrical, electro-rheological, hydrolic,
pneumatic, series elastic, variable impedance, other}
has_Transmission: {belt drive, cable drive, capstan drive,
direct drive, gear train, harmonic drive, other}
has_Backdrivability: {backdrivable, non-backdrivable}
has_Backdrivability_Type: {active, passive}

1..*

References

has_Title: String
has_Authors: String
has_Clinical_Study: Boolean
has_Year: Integer
has_Published_At: String
has_URL: String

Owners

has_User_Name: String
has_Mail: String
has_Institution: String

Assessments

hasReference
1..* 1..*

1

1..*

ownedBy

hasAssessment

1..*

1..*

Figure 1. REHABROBO-ONTO with main classes [16, Fig. 1].

JointMovements

UpperExtremityMovements

ProximalUpperExtremityMovements DistalUpperExtremityMovements

Elbow
Movements

Shoulder   
Movements

Elbow 
Flexion/Extension

Horizontal 
Abduction/Adduction

Finger
Movements

MCP
Abduction/
Adduction

MCP Flexion/
Extension

PIP Flexion/
Extension

DIP Flexion/
Extension

Internal/
External Rotation

Shoulder 
Flexion/Extension

Hand
Movements

Hand
Grasp/Ungrasp

Forearm
Movements

Forearm
Pronation/
Supination

Wrist
Movements

Wrist
Flexion/Extension

Wrist Radial/
Ulnar Deviation

Translation of
Rotation Axes

Scapular 
Retraction/Protraction

Scapular 
Elevation/Depression

Lumbar Spline
Flexion/Extension

Other

Figure 2. A hierarchy of upper extremity joint movements targeted by rehabilitation robots.
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ifying information about rehabilitation robots) can be
done as part of the ontology system REHABROBO-
QUERY.

REHABROBO-ONTO has been designed to be as
simple as possible for the purpose of easier main-
tainability and the possibility of extensions with fur-
ther domain-specific properties when needed, yet as
functional as needed by the experts. For instance,
since the main requested information is essentially
about the robot, the basic bibliography information and
the domain-specific information about clinical stud-
ies are found sufficient by the experts. Therefore,
References has been described as one simple class
containing this information only, instead of utilizing
BIBO [11] or FaBio [41] that can represent further de-
tails about publications in many classes. Similarly, for
Owners, it is sufficient to introduce one class with few
data properties instead of utilizing FOAF.5

For further information about the design and devel-
opment of REHABROBO-ONTO, and how REHABROBO-
QUERY facilitates maintenance of REHABROBO-ONTO

on the cloud, we refer the reader to our earlier arti-
cle [16].

3. REHABROBO-CNL: A Controlled Natural
Language for Queries about Rehabilitation
Robotics

Queries about REHABROBO-ONTO can be posed
by the user in a natural language. However, natural
languages may have ambiguities in their vocabularies
and grammars. To overcome ambiguities of a natu-
ral language, a subset of it with a restricted vocabu-
lary and grammar can be considered for specific do-
mains; such languages are called Controlled Natural
Languages (CNLs) [29]. Essentially, with its restricted
vocabulary and grammar, a CNL is a formal language.
Therefore, it is easier to convert a CNL (compared to
a more general natural language) to a logic-based for-
malism. In that sense, a CNL facilitates the use of au-
tomated reasoners to find answers to queries expressed
in a CNL. Due to these reasons, first we have identified
the types of queries about rehabilitation robots, then
we have designed and developed a new CNL, called
REHABROBO-CNL, to express these queries in natu-
ral language.

5http://www.foaf-project.org/.

3.1. Types of queries supported by
REHABROBO-CNL

The variety of queries is important since the users
may include not only rehabilitation robot designers
and developers, but also physical therapists and med-
ical doctors. Also, complex queries that not only re-
quire intelligent extraction of different types of knowl-
edge, but their integration via conjunctions, disjunc-
tions, negations, nested relative clauses, aggregates,
and quantifications are inevitable in rehabilitation
robotics, since robots, targeted movements, evaluation
metrics, etc. have many features that are of interest to
users. We have designed REHABROBO-CNL consid-
ering these aspects.

We have identified different types of complex queries
useful from the perspectives of rehabilitation robotics
and physical medicine, by gathering sample queries
from a large number of experts from different disci-
plines (i.e., roboticists, engineers, physical therapists,
physical medicine doctors, neuroscientists) whom we
have been closely collaborating with and who we have
met at various meetings and workshops. We have fur-
ther populated such queries (e.g., Q6 and Q19 of Ta-
ble 8) considering their grammatical structures, for the
purpose of testing and evaluating the CNL. Some ex-
amples of these queries are presented in the following,
with respect to their topics.

Queries about mechanical properties of rehabilitation
robots These are queries to extract information about
the rehabilitation robots whose information is avail-
able in REHABROBO-ONTO. Here are some examples:

Q1 What are the robots that target shoulder move-
ments and that have at least 210◦ RoM for the
flexion/extension movements of the shoulder?

Q2 What are the robots that target wrist movements
and that have at least 2 active degrees of freedom?

Q3 What are the shoulder robots that target flex-
ion/extension movements and that do not target
elevation/depression movements?

Q4 What are the robots with active degree of free-
dom ≥ ‘3’ and that target all pelvic girdle move-
ments with backdrivability type ‘passive’?

Q5 What are the ankle robots that target move-
ments with electrical actuation and with cable
drive transmission?

According to REHABROBO-ONTO, for instance,
some part of the answer to Q1 is as follows:

ASSISTON-SE
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Query Q1 is useful for an engineer to determine
rehabilitation robots that can cover the whole range
of motion of shoulder flexion/extension movements.
Existing designs may not only guide new solutions
for the same joint, but similar solutions may be ap-
plied to different joints of the body. For instance,
ASSISTON-SE [51] and ASSISTON-GAIT [37] re-
habilitation robots rely on similar mechanism design
to target scapula-shoulder and pelvis-hip joint com-
plexes. On the other hand, Q1 can also be used by a
therapist to identify robots that can be used to target
dysfunction of the scapulohumeral rhythm, as ability
to ergonomically cover large flexion/extension range
of motions is critical for such treatment.

Similarly, an engineer may benefit from Q3 to de-
termine robot designs that can align robot and human
shoulder rotation axes and use these examples to de-
sign other robots that have similar alignment proper-
ties. Q3 may be used by a therapist to identify shoulder
robots that cannot be used to treat shoulder pain due
to shoulder subluxation, as elevation/depression move-
ments are critical for treatment of this medical condi-
tion.

Queries about joint movements targeted by rehabili-
tation robots These are queries to extract informa-
tion about joint movements targeted by rehabilitation
robots in REHABROBO-ONTO. Here are some exam-
ples:

Q6 What are the movements that are targeted by
some robots with (some intervention time or with
all targeted disorders)?

Q7 What are the movements that are targeted by the
robot ‘AssistOn-Finger’ and with minimum range
of motion ≥ ‘20’?

Q8 What are the movements that are not targeted
by any robots with kinematic type = ‘redundant’
and with mechanism type 6= ‘parallel’?

According to REHABROBO-ONTO, for instance,
some part of the answer to Q7 is as follows:

Index Finger DIPFlexion/Extension
Ring Finger PIPFlexion/Extension
Pinky Finger DIPFlexion/Extension
Thumb Finger PIPFlexion/Extension
Middle Finger PIPFlexion/Extension

Query Q7 may be used by a therapist while evaluat-
ing whether ASSISTON-FINGER [19], which is a robot
designed for tendon injuries, is also appropriate for fin-
ger range of motion exercises for stroke patients.

Query Q8 is useful for an engineer to determine
joint movements that are targeted with redundant but
not parallel mechanisms. Such a query may help deter-
mine similar characteristics of several joint movements
and guide similar mechanism designs to be adapted for
these joints.

Queries about the evaluation metrics for rehabilitation
robots These are queries to extract information about
metrics used to evaluate rehabilitation robots. Here are
some examples:

Q9 What are the effort metrics that are evaluated by
some robots with active degree of freedom ≥ 2?

Q10 What are the movement quality metrics that
are evaluated by all robots with motion capability
= ‘grounded’?

Q11 What are the kinematic aspect metrics that are
evaluated by some robots that target all elbow
movements?

Q12 What are the muscle strength metrics that are
evaluated by robots that target all wrist move-
ments with transmission = ‘direct drive’?

Q13 What are the psychomotoric aspect metrics
that are evaluated by all robots with kinematic
type = ’redundant’ and that target all ankle move-
ments with minimum range of motion ≥ ‘30’?

According to REHABROBO-ONTO, for instance,
some part of the answer to Q9 is as follows:

Time To Initiate Movement
Amount Of Compensation
Biomechanical Work Energy Power

An engineer may use Q9 to determine the types of
sensors to be integrated in a new multi degree of free-
dom rehabilitation robot, while a clinical researcher
may utilize the same query to identify robots that can
provide relevant effort metrics to study abnormal syn-
ergy patterns after stroke.

Similarly, Q11 is useful for an engineer who de-
signs an elbow robot to determine the relevant kine-
matic aspect metrics that can be incorporated into the
control/evaluation algorithms of a new design. The
same query can be used by therapists to identify which
kinematic aspect metrics can be measured by current
robotic rehabilitation devices.

Other queries These are queries to extract informa-
tion about publications and owners/institutes/laboratories
of the robots. Here are some examples:
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Q14 What are the publications with clinical study
and that do not reference any robots with active
degree of freedom ≥ 1?

Q15 What are the publications without clinical
study or that reference some robots that do not
evaluate any movement quality metrics?

Q16 What are the publications with place of pub-
lication ‘ICORR’ and that reference some robots
that are owned/maintained by some users with in-
stitution ‘Sabanci University’?

Q17 What are the users that own/maintain some
robots that target all ankle movements?

Queries Q16 and Q17 may be used by both engi-
neers and clinical researchers to find publications of a
research group or research groups that focus on certain
joint movements.

3.2. Grammar of REHABROBO-CNL

Once we have identified different types of com-
plex queries about rehabilitation robotics, we have de-
signed the controlled natural language REHABROBO-
CNL for expressing them in an unambiguous way and
utilizing domain-specific vocabulary. The grammar of
REHABROBO-CNL, with relevant vocabulary, is pre-
sented in Tables 1–7.

Table 1 gives an overall summary of REHABROBO-
CNL, providing information about what types of
queries are allowed in REHABROBO-CNL. To elimi-
nate the ambiguities in nesting of conjunctions and dis-
junctions, REHABROBO-CNL provides two ways of
constructing a query: A query in REHABROBO-CNL
should either be in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF),
or in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF). In other words,
REHABROBO-CNL supports conjunctions of simple
disjunctions, and disjunctions of simple conjunctions.
No further nesting of conjunctions (resp., disjunctions)
in a simple disjunction (resp., conjunction) is allowed.
A query can contain any number of conjunctions and
disjunctions on the condition that they match to the
rule above. An example of a query in CNF is as fol-
lows.

What are the robots with mechanism type=’hybrid’
and (with motion capability =’grounded’ or with
functionality=’clinic’)?

The following query is in DNF:

What are the robots with no targeted disorder or
(with active degree of freedom > 1 and with con-
trol modes=’active’)?

Having an overall understanding of the types of
queries supported by REHABROBO-CNL, let us pro-
vide some more details to relate it to rehabilitation
robotics. The functions presented in italic font in Ta-
ble 1 refine these queries by embedding relevant in-
formation from REHABROBO-ONTO. These ontology
functions are described in Table 2.

The information represented with the ontology func-
tions are coupled by their relevance. For instance, only
the verb “reference” can appear after the type Publica-
tions. By such a matching of types with verbs, it is pos-
sible to prevent semantically wrong queries like “What
are the publications that target some shoulder move-
ments?”. All of the matches between types and verbs
in expressions of the form “Type() that Verb()” are
shown in Table 3. Note that these matchings essentially
come from the structure of REHABROBO-ONTO, e.g.,
concept names and relation names.

Similarly, it is necessary to match verbs with types
in expressions of the form “Verb() (some | all | any∗ |
the) Type()”. Table 4 lists the available types that can
occur after a verb in the query (e.g., in a RELATIVE-
CLAUSE), relative to the ontology. If a quantifier such
as “some” is used in a relative clause, then the types
which have some subclasses are considered in queries.
Here is an example query:

What are the robots that evaluate some wrist move-
ments?

Since wrist movements class have subclasses (e.g.,
wrist flexion/extension, wrist radial deviation/ulnar de-
viation) in REHABROBO-ONTO, this query will re-
trieve all robots that target at least one of these sub-
classes. If “the” keyword is used after the verb in a
query, then the leaf classes are considered to select one
specific type. Here is an example query:

What are the robots that target the wrist radial de-
viation/ulnar deviation?

Wrist radial deviation/ulnar deviation is a leaf class. It
is also a subclass of wrist movements. This query will
retrieve the robots that target this specific wrist move-
ment. If there is a robot that targets some other wrist
movements but wrist radial deviation/ulnar deviation,
then this robot will not be included in the answer to
this query.

In REHABROBO-CNL, the instances of the con-
cepts are represented by one of their distinctive prop-
erties. For robots, this distinctive property is its name;
for users, it is the user name. To illustrate, when the
user wants to query about ASSISTON-SE, s/he speci-
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Table 1
The Grammar of REHABROBO-CNL

QUERY→ WHATQUERY QUESTIONMARK

WHATQUERY→ What are the Type() GENERALRELATION

GENERALRELATION→ SIMPLERELATION NESTEDRELATION∗

SIMPLERELATION→ (that RELATIVECLAUSE)+
SIMPLERELATION→ that INSTANCERELATION

SIMPLERELATION→ WITHRELATION

NESTEDRELATION→ (and LP SIMPLEDISJUNCTION RP)∗

NESTEDRELATION→ (or LP SIMPLECONJUNCTION RP)∗

SIMPLEDISJUNCTION→ (SIMPLERELATION or)∗ SIMPLERELATION

SIMPLECONJUNCTION→ (SIMPLERELATION and)∗ SIMPLERELATION

RELATIVECLAUSE→ Verb() (some | all | the) Type()
RELATIVECLAUSE→ NEG Verb() any Type()

INSTANCERELATION→ NEG? Verb() the Type() Instance()
WITHRELATION→ with Noun() EQCHECK Value()+

WITHRELATION→ with QUANTIFIER Noun()
WITHRELATION→ (with | without) Noun()

EQCHECK→ = | ! = | ≤ | ≥
QUANTIFIER→ some | all | none
NEG→ Neg()
LP→ (
RP→ )
QUESTIONMARK→ ?

Table 2
The Ontology Functions

Type() Returns the types that correspond to concept names. They are: Robots, movements, users, publica-
tions and metrics.

Instance() Returns robot names for robots and user names for users.
Verb() Returns the verbs that correspond to object properties between concepts. Returns both active and

passive forms of these verbs. Active forms of these verbs are: Target, evaluate, reference, own.
Noun() Returns the nouns that correspond to data properties. ex. targeted disorder, active degree of free-

dom.
Value() Returns the suitable values according to a given noun. Corresponds to the pre-defined ranges of

data properties.
Neg() Returns a suitable negation phrase. These phases are: do not, are not.

fies the instance using the name of the robot. For move-
ments and metrics, there is no such distinctive property
because the concept names are sufficient to specify a
movement or metric. In fact, using RELATIVECLAUSE

is sufficient to query about them. To query about robots

or users, however, INSTANCERELATION is used to ex-

tract the instances. Table 5 demonstrates the relevant

properties of the instances that appear when a type is

selected.
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Table 3
Verbs that can occur after the nouns

Type() that Verb()
robots → target

robots → are owned/maintained
robots → evaluate

movements → are targeted by
users → own/maintain
publications → reference
effort metrics → are evaluated by
kinematic aspect metrics → are evaluated by
movement quality metrics → are evaluated by
muscle strength metrics → are evaluated by
psychomotoric aspect metrics → are evaluated by

Table 4
Types that can occur after the verbs

Verb() (some | all | any∗ | the) Type()
target (some | all | any) all movements except leaf classes
target the leaf classes of movements

evaluate (some | all | any) all metrics except leaf classes
evaluate the leaf classes of metrics

are targeted by (some | all | any) robots
are evaluated by (some | all | any) robots
reference (some | all | any) robots
own (some | all | any) robots
are owned by (some | all | any) users
∗ any is used after negative verbs.

Table 5
Instances that can occur after the types

Type() Instance()
robot → name of the robot
user → username of the user

In addition to types and verbs, types are matched
with the relevant nouns, as shown in Table 6. For
instance, control modes are matched with robots
whereas actuation is matched with movements. Note
that these matchings are due to properties of concepts
in REHABROBO-ONTO.

Further, the values for the nouns are extracted from
REHABROBO-ONTO to allow suitable entries from the
users. These values are listed in Table 7. The values

can be considered as ranges of the nouns, that the user
can choose from.

4. User-Interface of REHABROBO-QUERY for
Query Answering: Intelligent and Interactive

The user interface of REHABROBO-QUERY can
guide the users to add/modify information in REHABROBO-
ONTO. We have extended it further so that it can guide
the users to ask questions in REHABROBO-CNL, and
present answers to these queries in an understandable
form.

While the user constructs questions, REHABROBO-
QUERY’s user interface can prevent nonsensical queries.
For instance, shoulder elevation/depression is not a
wrist movement. The user interface takes into account
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Table 7
Values that can occur after the nouns

Noun() ∗ Value()
active DoF∗∗ → any integer value entered by the user
actuation → electrical, electro-rheological, hydraulic, pneumatic, series elastic, variable

impedance, other
authors → one of the authors that are added to the ontology up to now
backdrivability → backdrivable, non-backdrivable
backdrivability type → active, passive
control modes → ADL, BCI, EMG, active, assistive, bilateral, multilateral, passive, resistive
disorder level → mild, moderate, severe
functionality → clinic,home
institution → one of the institutions that are added to the ontology up to now
interaction type → exoskeleton, mixed, suspension, end effector
intervention time → acute, chronic, subacute
kinematic type → hybrid, parallel, serial
motion capability → grounded, mobile
name → one of the robot names that are added to the ontology up to now
passive DoF → any integer value entered by the user
place of publication → one of the places of publication that are added to the ontology up to now
maximum RoM∗∗∗ → any float value entered by the user
minimum RoM → any float value entered by the user
RoM type → active, passive
targeted disorder → stroke, spine cord injury
targeted population → adult, pediatric
title → one of the publication titles that are added to the ontology up to now
transmission → belt drive, cable drive, capstan drive, direct drive, gear train, harmonic drive, other
url → one of the urls that are added to the ontology up to now
username → one of the usernames that are added to the ontology up to now
year → any year (integer value) entered by the user
∗ (EQCHECK|QUANTIFIER) ∗∗ degree of freedom ∗∗∗ range of motion

such information, and guides the user intelligently to
construct his/her queries so that queries like

What are the wrist robots that target shoulder ele-
vation/depression?

are not possible. In that sense, the user interface is in-
telligent.

REHABROBO-QUERY’s user interface is also inter-
active: it shows the possible choices (for instance, the
sort of movements targeted by a shoulder robot) and
allows auto-completion (for instance, to obtain the full
name of a robotics device). To be able to identify the
choices (e.g., parameters and their values) relevant to
the query, REHABROBO-QUERY’s user interface uti-

lizes automated reasoning methods online. Indeed, as
the user enters his/her query, in the background the
user interface considers the part of the query con-
structed so far and asks REHABROBO-QUERY’s onto-
logical reasoning module to compute all possible val-
ues of parameters. Once the reasoning module returns
these choices, the user interface presents them, e.g.,
within a pull-down menu. Figure 3 shows the construc-
tion of the following query with the guidance of the
user interface:

What are the robots that target some wrist move-
ments with actuation=’series elastic’?
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Figure 3. Construction of a query with the guidance of the intelligent interactive user interface of REHABROBO-QUERY.

Figure 4. An answer for the query constructed in Figure 3, presented
to the user.

Furthermore, REHABROBO-QUERY provides auto-
completion to help users enter values for nouns that
correspond to data properties of type string. If the
user should choose a concept among a hierarchy, then
REHABROBO-QUERY displays an accordion view and
enables the user to click on the option s/he wants. In
addition, REHABROBO-QUERY allows multiple selec-
tion of values for relational properties. For functional
properties, user is able to select multiple items for in-

equality. User can choose a number of options among
“less than or equal”, “more than or equal”, “equal” and
“not equal” while entering values for a data property
of type integer or float.

Once the query is constructed, REHABROBO-QUERY

asks the reasoning module to compute answers, and
presents answers to queries concisely. It also includes
links to detailed information in case the user wants fur-
ther information. The answer to the query constructed
in Figure 3 is shown to the user as in Figure 4.

Note that how the results of a query is displayed to
user depends on the type of the query. For instance, if
the query is about robots, then the user sees the names
of the retrieved robots. If the query is about movements
or metrics, then the user sees the concept names in-
stead of the instance URIs which would make no sense
to the user.
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Table 6
Nouns that can occur after the types

Type() with Noun()
robots → active degree of freedom
robots → control modes
robots → disorder level
robots → functionality
robots → interaction type
robots → intervention time
robots → kinematic type
robots → motion capability
robots → name
robots → passive degree of freedom
robots → targeted disorder
robots → targeted population

movements → actuation
movements → backdrivability
movements → backdrivability type
movements → maximum range of motion
movements → minimum range of motion
movements → range of motion type
movements → transmission

publications → authors
publications → clinical study
publications → place of publication
publications → title
publications → url
publications → year

users → institution
users → mail
users → username

5. Transforming a Query in REHABROBO-CNL to
a SPARQL Query

The process of answering a query in REHABROBO-
CNL, illustrated in Figure 5, starts with a transforma-
tion of the query into a SPARQL query. We propose a
transformation with the following steps.

1. We parse the query and form a query description
tree.

2. We traverse the tree and obtain a SPARQL con-
cept.

3. We form a SPARQL query.

Query in RehabRobo-CNL

SPARQL Query Answer to Query

Transforming CNL to SPARQL

Intelligent Interactive User Interface

User

Ontological Reasoner

RehabRobo-ONTO

Figure 5. An overview of query construction in REHABROBO–
QUERY.

The methodology of the first step of this transfor-
mation is domain-independent if the ontology func-
tions are provided. Note that the ontology functions
to extract relevant information from ontologies, so
as to match the grammar and the vocabulary of
REHABROBO-CNL, may need to be defined differ-
ently for other ontologies since the concepts/relations
may be structured and named differently. The sec-
ond and the third steps of the transformation, from
query description trees to SPARQL queries, are domain-
independent as well.

5.1. Query Description Trees (QDT)

We introduce a rooted, directed tree, called query
description tree (QDT), to parse the REHABROBO-
CNL query entered by the user. In this tree, there are
five types of nodes:

– root-node: Represents the type of the query.
– that-node: Represents a relative clause beginning

with “that”.
– with-node: Represents a relative clause beginning

with “with”.
– and-node: Represents a conjunction.
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root-node

that-node

with-node

“What are the robots”

“that target some shoulder movements”

“with actuation=’electrical’ ”

and-node

or-node

with-node

“with transmission=’cable drive’ ”

with-node

“with transmission=’direct drive’ ”

Figure 6. Tree representation of the sample query.

– or-node: Represents a disjunction.

Every root/that/with-node characterizes a phrase
and a type/instance. An and/or-node cannot be a leaf.
For each path from the root node to a leaf node, there
can be at most one and-node and one or-node. With-
nodes are leaves only. That-node has one child only.

Every QDT is constructed online by a single pass
over the input REHABROBO-CNL query guided by an
interactive user-interface relative to the REHABROBO-
CNL grammar. Therefore, the construction of a QDT
from a REHABROBO-CNL query takes linear time in
the size of the query (i.e., the number of nodes in
QDT).

Consider, for instance, the QDT in Figure 6 for the
query:

What are the robots that target some shoulder
movements with actuation=’electrical’ and (with
transmission = ’cable drive’ or with transmis-
sion=’direct drive’)?

This tree is constructed online while the user ex-
presses the query by the help of the user interface.
The root denotes the beginning of the query “What are
the robots...”. According to the root, the answer to the
query will contain robot names only. Since the query is
about robots, the type contained in the root is “robot”.

The relative clause about these robots is the child
of the root, and since this relative clause starts with
“that”, it is a that-node. The type contained in this node
is “shoulder movement”.

The query continues with a conjunction of relative
clauses, including a simple disjunction. Clauses joined
with a conjunction (resp., disjunction) are character-

ized by an and-node (resp., or-node) as their parent.
Since these relative clauses start with “with”, they are
with-nodes. They include values of properties instead
of types.

More precisely, every root-node, and-node, and or-
node n is associated by

– n.type: the class it describes (e.g., RehabRobots),
– n.children: its children nodes.

Every that-node n is associated by

– n.type: the class it describes, i.e., the class of its
parent node (e.g., RehabRobots),

– one of the following (according to REHABROBO-
CNL):

∗ n.verb, n.quanti f ier and n.verb.type: object
property of this class (e.g., targets) in rela-
tion with some/all/the another class (e.g.,
shoulderMovements),

∗ n.verb, n.verb.type and n.verb.instance: an ob-
ject property of this class (e.g., ownedBy) in re-
lation with an instance (e.g., ′OwnerX′) of the
relevant class (e.g., Owners),

– n.child: its child node,
– n.active: an identifier to specify that the verb de-

scribes an object property in active voice or pas-
sive voice,

– n.negation: an identifier to specify whether the
condition specified by the that-node is negative.

Every with-node n is associated by

– n.type: the class it describes (e.g., RehabRobots),
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Algorithm 1: transform
Input : A QDT characterized by its root node n

representing a concept, a prefix name pn
of the ontology, a variable x,

Output: A SPARQL concept description Q that
represents the concept in T

if n is a root-node then
Q← transformClass(n.type, pn,x);
Q← intersect(Q, transform(n.child, pn,x));

else if n is a that-node then
Q← transformThatNode(n, pn,x);

else if n is a with-node then
Q← transformWithNode(n, pn,x);

else if n is an and-node then
Q← null;
foreach child node c ∈ n.children do

Q← intersect(Q, transform(c, pn,x));

else if n is an or-node then
tQ← null;
foreach child node c ∈ n.children do

Q← union(Q, transform(c, pn,x));

return Q

– one of the following (according to REHABROBO-
CNL):

∗ n.noun, n.operator and n.noun.value: a data
property of n.type (e.g., hasFunctionality)
specified by a value (e.g., ′clinic′) using a rel-
evant operator (’=’, ’<=’, ’>=’, ’!=’),

∗ n.noun, n.noun.quanti f ier, and n.noun.range:
a data property of n.type specified by some/all/none
of a set of values.

5.2. From QDT to a SPARQL query

The tree representing the query, in fact, character-
izes a concept. Algorithm 1 generates this concept in
SPARQL by a depth-first traversal of a QDT. As the
algorithm traverses a QDT, according to the types of
nodes, it generates parts of the concept in SPARQL.
Since the transformation is done by a depth-first traver-
sal of a QDT and thus every node is visited once, it
takes linear time in the size of the QDT (i.e, number of
nodes).

Let us explain Algorithm 1 by some examples.

Algorithm 2: transformClass
Input : A class C of the ontology, the prefix

name pn of the ontology, a variable x to
denote C

Output: A SPARQL concept that represents C

return ?x rdf:type pn:C

Algorithm 3: transformThatNode
Input : A that-node n, the prefix name pn of the

ontology, a variable x
Output: A SPARQL concept description Q that

represents the concept in n

if n.quanti f ier = T HE then
if n.verb.instance is not null then

// The relative clause is about an instance
// e.g., [robots] that are ownedBy
// the owner ’Dr.X’
Q← objProp(x, pn,n.verb,

n.verb.instance,n.active);
else

// The relative clause is about a leaf class
// e.g., [robots] that target the knee flexion
// extension movements
y← generate a new variable;
Q1← objProp(x, pn,n.verb,y,n.active);
Q2← transformClass(y, pn,n.verb.type);
Q3← transform(n.child, pn,y);
Q← intersect(Q1,Q2,Q3);

else if n.quanti f ier = ALL then
// e.g., [robots] that target all wrist
// movements [with ...]
Q← forall(n.verb,n.verb.type, pn,x,n.child);

else
// e.g., [robots] that target some wrist
// movements [with ...]
Q← some(n.verb,n.verb.type, pn,x,n.child);

if n.negation = True then
Q← complement(Q);

return Q

Example 1. Suppose that the input is the tree in Fig-
ure 6, the concept described by the tree is denoted by
a variable ?x, and the prefix of REHABROBO-ONTO

is pn.
The algorithm starts with the root-node of the tree.

Since the associated class is “robot”, our description
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Algorithm 4: some
Input : An object property R (i.e., n.verb)

associated with the class of a
that/with-node (i.e., n.type), a class C
(i.e., n.verb.type), a prefix name pn of
the ontology, a variable x, a child node m
(i.e., n.child – possibly null)

Output: A SPARQL concept that represents the
existential restriction of C relative to R

// e.g., [robots that target] some wrist movements
// n.type is “robots”, R is “targets”,
// C is “wrist movements”

y← generate a new variable;
Q1← transformClass(y, pn,C);
Q2← objProp(x, pn,R,y,n.active);
Q← intersect(Q1,Q2);
if m is not null then

Q← intersect(Q, transform(c, pn,y));
return Q

// the output for the example above:
// ?y rdf:type pn:C .
// ?x pn:R ?y

Algorithm 5: objProp
Input : An object property R, the prefix name pn

of the ontology, variables x and y, and
active voice a

Output: A SPARQL concept that represents R

if a is true then
return ?x pn:R ?y

else
return ?y pn:R ?x

Algorithm 6: intersect
Input : Two SPARQL concepts C and D
Output: The intersection of C and D

return C . D

in SPARQL starts by specifying the class RehabRobots
for variable ?x by Algorithm 2:

?x rdf:type rr:RehabRobots

Then the algorithm calls transform for the child
of the root node, which is a that-node. It later

calls transformThatNode (Algorithm 3) and passes
that-node as an input, as well as the prefix name
rr and the variable ?x. Since that-node describes ?x
“that targets some shoulder movements”, Algorithm 3
first calls some (Algorithm 4) and generates the fol-
lowing SPARQL expression:

?x rr:targets ?y .
?y rdf:type rr:ShoulderMovements

This expression describes the object property “targets”
in the first line above (Algorithm 5), relating rehabil-
itation robots with some shoulder movements in the
second line above (Algorithm 2). These two lines are
combined by Algorithm 6.

The shoulder movements are further refined with a
conjunction of specific data properties, which is de-
noted by the child of that-node. Therefore, Algo-
rithm 4 calls transform with and-node as input, to ob-
tain a SPARQL description for the conjunction.

The first child of and-node describes the non-
boolean data property (i.e., with actuation=’electrical’)
expressed as an equality. By transformWithNode (Al-
gorithm 7), which further calls dataProp (Algorithm 8),
it is transformed into a SPARQL expression as follows:

?y rr:has_Actuation ’electrical’

The second child of and-node contains a simple
disjunction (i.e., with transmission = ’cable drive’ or
with transmission=’direct drive’). The algorithm trans-
forms the information in the children of or-node into
value restrictions and disjoins them (Algorithm 9):

{?y rr:has_Transmission ’cable drive’.}
UNION
{?y rr:has_Transmission ’direct drive’.}

Then the two children of and-node are conjoined
first with each other (Algorithm 6), and then the de-
scription of the object property above. This resulting
concept is returned from Algorithm 4 (and thus from
Algorithm 3), and then it is combined with the class
description above as follows:

?x rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?x rr:targets ?y.
?y rdf:type rr:ShoulderMovements.
?y rr:has_Actuation ’electrical’.
{?y rr:has_Transmission ’cable drive’.}
UNION
{?y rr:has_Transmission ’direct drive’.}
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Algorithm 7: transformWithNode
Input : A with-node n, the prefix name pn of the

ontology, a variable x
Output: A SPARQL concept description Q that

represents the concept in n

if n.noun is functional then
if n.noun is boolean with value true then

// e.g., [references] with clinical study
Q← dataProp(x, pn,n.noun,′ true′);

else if n.noun is boolean with value false then
// e.g., [references] without clinical study
Q← dataProp(x, pn,n.noun,′ true′);
Q← complement(Q);

else
//n.noun is nonboolean
if n.operator is ’=’ then

// e.g., [movements] with actuation =
// ’series elastic’
Q← dataProp(x, pn,n.noun,

n.noun.value);
else if n.operator is ’! =’ then

Q← dataProp(x, pn,n.noun,
n.noun.value);

Q← complement(Q);
else

// e.g., [movements] with active
// DOF ≥ 2
y← generate a new variable;
Q← dataProp(x, pn,n.noun,y);
F ← filter(y,n.operator,n.non.value);
Q← intersect(Q,F);

else
if n.quanti f ier = SOME then

// e.g., [movements] with some
// transmission
y← generate a new variable;
Q← dataProp(x, pn,n.noun,y);

else if n.quanti f ier = ALL then
// e.g., [robots] with all targeted disorders
foreach value v ∈ n.noun.range do

Q1← dataProp(x, pn,n.noun,v);
Q← intersect(Q,Q1);

else
// e.g., [references] with no URL
y← generate a new variable;
Q← dataProp(x, pn,n.noun,y);
Q← complement(Q);

return Q

Algorithm 8: dataProp
Input : A data property R of a class, an instance

a denoting a possible value of R, the
prefix name pn of the ontology,
variable x

Output: A SPARQL concept that represents the
value restriction of R to a

return ?x pn:R ’a’

Algorithm 9: union
Input : Two SPARQL concepts C and D
Output: The union of C and D

return {C} UNION {D}

After a SPARQL concept is obtained by Algo-
rithm 1, a SPARQL query is constructed as follows.
We start with a PREFIX part and we declare the name
space (the location of an ontology on the Web) of
REHABROBO-ONTO. Next, we continue with a SE-
LECT clause. The instances of type RehabRobots, by
themselves, are not meaningful to the users. Thus, we
want to display the names of the instances to the users.
We specify it with an additional triple in the beginning
of the WHERE clause, and continue the clause with
the transformed SPARQL concept:

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/...>
PREFIX rr: <http://www.semanticweb.org/...>

SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?x rr:has_Name ?name.
?x rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?x rr:targets ?y.
?y rdf:type rr:ShoulderMovements.
?y rr:has_Actuation ’electrical’.
{?y rr:has_Transmission

’cable drive’.}
UNION
{?y rr:has_Transmission

’direct drive’.}
}

Example 2. Let us now describe some other aspects
of the transformation by another example. Consider,
for instance, the transformation of Q3 presented in
Figure 7. This query is about movement quality met-
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Algorithm 10: forall
Input : An object property R (i.e., n.verb)

associated with the class of a
that/with-node (i.e., n.type), a class C
(i.e., n.verb.type), a prefix name pn of
the ontology, a variable x, a child node m
(i.e., n.child – possibly null)

Output: A SPARQL concept that represents the
universal restriction of C relative to R

// e.g., [robots that target] all shoulder movements
// n.type is “robots”, R is “targets”,
// C is “shoulder movements”

y← generate a new variable;
Q1← transformClass(y, pn,C);
Q2← objProp(x, pn,R,y,n.active);
Q3← intersect(Q1,Q2);
if m is not null then

Q3← intersect(Q3, transform(m, pn,y));

z← generate a new variable;
Q4← transformClass(z, pn,C);
if m is not null then

Q4← intersect(Q4, transform(m, pn,z));

Q5← objProp(x, pn,R,z,n.active);
Q5← complement(Q5);

Q← complement(intersect(Q4,Q5));

return Q

// the output for the example above:
// ?y rdf:type pn:C .
// ?x pn:R ?y .
// FILTER NOT EXISTS {
// ?y’ rdf:type pn:C .
// FILTER NOT EXISTS {
// ?x pn:R ?y’ }}

Algorithm 11: complement
Input : A SPARQL concept C
Output: The complement of C

return FILTER NOT EXISTS {C}

rics ?m and the relative clause involves universal quan-
tification over all robots with motion capability =
’grounded’ that has assessed ?m. Therefore, the main
algorithm starts with generating the appropriate class
MovementQualityAssessment for root-node:

Algorithm 12: filter
Input : A variable x, a comparison operator op, a

prefix name pn of the ontology, and a
constant value val

Output: A test

return FILTER (?x pn:op val)

?m rdf:type ?a.
?a rdfs:subClassOf rr:MovementQualityAssessment.

and then transforms that-node into SPARQL by call-
ing Algorithm 3, which further calls Algorithm 10, as
follows:

?r rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?r rr:hasMotionCapability ’grounded’.
?r rr:hasAssessment ?m.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?r2 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?r2 rr:hasMotionCapability ’grounded’.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {

?r2 rr:hasAssessment ?m. } }

A universal restriction ∀xA(x) corresponds to a negated
existential restriction ¬∃x¬A(x). Each FILTER NOT
EXISTS expression above (generated by Algorithm 11)
corresponds to a negation. The outer FILTER NOT
EXISTS describes that there exists no robot ?r2 with
motion capability ’grounded’ that has not evaluated
?m.

Example 3. Let us consider the transformation of Q5
presented in Figure 8. This query is about publications
?p (described by their titles ?t) and involves a negative
condition about these publications, i.e., “that do not
reference any robots [with ...]”. This negative condi-
tion is represented by a FILTER NOT EXISTS expres-
sion. The query also involves a data property check
with an inequality: “with active degree of freedom ≤
1”. This check is performed using a FILTER operator
(Algorithm 12).

6. Answering Queries Using Pellet

We use the DL reasoner PELLET to find answers to
queries, through the Jena framework. Consider, for in-
stance, the query

What are the robots that target some wrist move-
ments with actuation=’series elastic’?
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Q3. What are the movement quality metrics that are evaluated by all robots with motion
capability = ’grounded’ ?

Q3 in Query Description Tree:

root-node

that-node

with-node

“What are the movement quality metrics”

“that are evaluated by all robots”

“with motion capability = ‘grounded’ ”

Q3 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?m
WHERE {

?m rdf:type ?a.
?a rdfs:subClassOf rr:MovementQualityAssessment.
?r rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?r rr:has_Motion_Capability ’grounded’.
?r rr:hasAssessment ?m.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?r2 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?r2 rr:hasMotionCapability ’grounded’.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?r2 rr:hasAssessment ?m.

} }
}

Figure 7. Transformation of a query, Q3, from REHABROBO-CNL to a SPARQL.

whose SPARQL representation is as follows.

SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {

?robot1 rr:has_Name ?name.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
?movement1 rdf:type rr:WristMovements.
?movement1 rr:has_Actuation

’series elastic’.
}

After loading REHABROBO-ONTO into PELLET, we
present this SPARQL query to PELLET, and get the fol-
lowing answer:

( ?name = "AssistOn-Mobile" )

Consider, for instance, another query:

What are the publications with place of publication
’ICORR’ and that reference some robots that are
owned/maintained by some users with institution
’Sabanci University’ ?

SPARQL representation of this query is as follows.

SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?publication1 rr:has_Title ?name.
?publication1 rdf:type rr:References.
?publication1 rr:has_PublishedAt ’ICORR’.
?robot1 rr:hasReference ?publication1.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:ownedBy ?user1.
?user1 rdf:type rr:Owners.
?user1 rr:has_Institution

’Sabanci University’.
}
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Q5. What are the publications with clinical study and that do not reference any robots
with active degree of freedom ≤ 1?

Q5 in Query Description Tree:

root-node

with-node

“What are the publications”

“with clinical study”

“that do not reference 
 any robots”

and-node

that-node

with-node

“with active degree of freedom<=1”

Q5 in SPARQL:

SELECT DISTINCT ?t
WHERE {

?p rdf:type rr:References.
?p rr:has_Title ?t.
?p rr:has_Clinical_Study ’true’^^xsd:boolean.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {

?r rr:hasReference ?p.
?r rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?r rr:has_Active_DOF ?val1. FILTER(?val1<=(1))

}
}

Figure 8. Transformation of a query, Q5, from REHABROBO-CNL to a SPARQL.

We get the following answers from PELLET to this
query:

( ?name = "Brain Computer Interface

based Robotic Rehabilitation with

Online Modification of Task Speed" )

( ?name = "Passive Velocity Field

Control of a Forearm-Wrist

Rehabilitation Robot" )

( ?name = "Design of a reconfigurable

ankle rehabilitation robot and its

use for the estimation of the ankle

impedance" )

7. Evaluations of REHABROBO-QUERY

We have evaluated the underlying methods of the
system REHABROBO-QUERY empirically over a vari-
ety of queries, and its user-interface by means of a sur-
vey with the help of participants of different expertise.

7.1. Experimental evaluations of methods

We have experimentally evaluated the computa-
tional performance of REHABROBO-CNL to SPARQL

transformation and query answering. We have iden-
tified 20 queries (Table 8) of different types as dis-
cussed in Section 2, paying also attention to their struc-
tures (e.g., conjunctive, disjunctive, negated, quanti-
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fied, nested). Most of these queries are constructed
based on the feedback of the experts, and have been
evaluated as useful queries. We have also constructed
a few queries with different structures supported by
REHABROBO-CNL, for the purpose of evaluating
REHABROBO-QUERY. In particular, Q6 is constructed
to illustrate the use of quantifiers, whereas Q19 is
constructed to illustrate the use of nested conjunc-
tions/disjunctions. These two queries are relevant for
evaluation, but experts found Q6 not specific enough
and Q19 too specific to be useful.

All computations are performed using a T1 Micro
Instance of Amazon EC2. During the experiments, a
T1 Micro Instance operated with up to 600 MB mem-
ory and two EC2 compute units, each unit providing an
equivalent CPU capacity of a 1.0–1.2 GHz 2007 Xeon
processor. For query answering, we have used PELLET
version 2.3.0.

Experimental results in Table 8 indicate that the
transformation from REHABROBO-CNL to SPARQL
can be completed within milliseconds, while query an-
swering can take up to 2 seconds. Please recall that
REHABROBO-CNL to SPARQL transformation is lin-
ear time in the size of the query and thus it is in-
dependent of the population level of REHABROBO-
ONTO while SPARQL query answering is a harder
problem [40] and it is likely to be adversely affected as
REHABROBO-ONTO is further populated. However,
REHABROBO-QUERY has been implemented in Ama-
zon EC2 to ensure scalability of the system even af-
ter increasing the size of REHABROBO-ONTO. In par-
ticular, larger EC2 instances with more memory and
CPU units can be recruited as the ontology is further
populated and increases in size.

7.2. User evaluations

We have evaluated usefulness of REHABROBO-
QUERY with a group of real users to demonstrate how
the proposed approach fits different needs of people
working in the interdisciplinary domain of rehabilita-
tion robotics. For that, we have conducted a survey
with 15 experts working in this domain. These experts
include clinicians from the Rehabilitation Institute of
Chicago and Acıbadem Hospital at İstanbul, rehabilita-
tion robotics engineers from Northwestern University
and Sabancı University, and experts from an SME spe-
cializing in commercialization of rehabilitation robots.

Each participant has been given a brief overview
of REHABROBO-QUERY (i.e., the variety of knowl-
edge about rehabilitation robotics that is represented

at REHABROBO-ONTO, the types of queries sup-
ported by REHABROBO-QUERY to access this knowl-
edge) and a direct access to the interface. Participants
have been asked to explore the system by freely for-
mulating several queries of each type with respect
to REHABROBO-CNL, about mechanical aspects of
robots, joint movements, evaluation metrics, and rel-
evant publications. After exploring REHABROBO-
QUERY with different queries of their choice, partic-
ipants have been asked to fill in a questionnaire. The
questions that have been presented to the participants
and the analysis of responses to this questionnaire are
presented in Table 9. In addition to the questions in
Table 9, the questionnaire has included an open-ended
question that asks for general evaluations and feedback
of the participants.

The statistical analysis of responses has revealed
that occupation as a factor was not statistically signif-
icant at the 0.05 level for any of the survey questions;
hence, all responses have been aggregated for report-
ing. The Cronbach’s α values have been calculated for
the whole survey, and the α value has been evaluated
to be greater than 0.7, indicating high reliability of the
survey.

The survey includes 3 quantifiable questions: q1 is
aimed at evaluating the usefulness of several query
types supported by REHABROBO-QUERY, q2 is for
assessing the potential use of REHABROBO-QUERY,
and q3 is for determination of target population of
REHABROBO-QUERY. For all questions, the five-
point Likert scale, ranging from “1” (e.g., least useful)
to “5” (e.g., most useful) has been used.

The main results of the survey can be summarized
as follows:

- Responses to q1 indicate that participants agree
with the usefulness of REHABROBO-QUERY

while querying about mechanical properties of
robots, joint movements targeted by rehabili-
tation robots, evaluation metrics for rehabilita-
tion robots, and publications about rehabilitation
robots.

- From q2, we can infer that participants find
REHABROBO-QUERY useful for identifying rel-
evant rehabilitation robots suitable for a therapy,
identifying researchers/labs for relevant rehabili-
tation robots, and identifying outcomes of clinical
studies for relevant rehabilitation robots.
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Table 8
Experimental Evaluation of Transformation and Query Answering

REHABROBO-CNL Query
Query to SPARQL Answering

[sec] [sec]
Q1 What are the robots that target shoulder movements and that have at least

210◦ RoM for the flexion/extension movements of the shoulder?
0.0002 0.2277

Q2 What are the robots that target wrist movements and that have at least 2
active degrees of freedom?

0.0002 0.2083

Q3 What are the shoulder robots that target flexion/extension movements and
that do not target elevation/depression movements?

0.0002 0.6580

Q4 What are the robots with active degree of freedom ≥ ‘3’ and that target
all pelvic girdle movements with backdrivability type = ‘passive’?

0.2658 0.3479

Q5 What are the ankle robots that target movements with electrical actuation
and with cable drive transmission?

0.0003 0.1955

Q6 What are the movements that are targeted by some robots with (some
intervention time or with all targeted disorders)?

0.0002 0.5368

Q7 What are the movements that are targeted by the robot ‘AssistOn-Finger’
and with minimum range of motion ≥ ‘20’?

0.0002 1.8593

Q8 What are the movements that are not targeted by any robots with kine-
matic type = ‘redundant’ and with mechanism type 6= ‘parallel’?

0.0002 0.3790

Q9 What are the effort metrics that are evaluated by some robots with active
degree of freedom ≥ 2?

0.0002 0.2765

Q10 What are the movement quality metrics that are evaluated by all robots
with motion capability = ‘grounded’?

0.0003 0.2687

Q11 What are the kinematic aspect metrics that are evaluated by some robots
that target all elbow movements?

0.1569 0.4238

Q12 What are the muscle strength metrics that are evaluated by robots that
target all wrist movements with transmission = ‘direct drive’?

0.1570 0.3465

Q13 What are the psychomotoric aspect metrics that are evaluated by all robots
with kinematic type = ’redundant’ and that target all ankle movements
with minimum range of motion ≥ ‘30’?

0.1646 0.2351

Q14 What are the publications with clinical study and that do not reference any
robots with active degree of freedom ≥ 1?

0.0003 0.1345

Q15 What are the publications without clinical study or that reference some
robots that do not evaluate any movement quality metrics?

0.0002 0.1474

Q16 What are the publications with place of publication ‘ICORR’ and that ref-
erence some robots that are owned/maintained by some users with insti-
tution ‘Sabanci University’?

0.0003 0.1495

Q17 What are the users that own/maintain some robots that target all ankle
movements?

0.1392 0.1148

Q18 What are the robots that target some wrist movements with actua-
tion=’series elastic’?

0.0004 0.1563

Q19 What are the robots with no targeted disorder or (with intervention
time!=’chronic’ and with motion capability=’grounded’) or with no dis-
order level?

0.0003 0.1432

Q20 What are the robots with interaction type = ’exoskeleton’ and that target
some finger movements ( with actuation = ’electrical’ or with actuation =
’hydraulic’ or with actuation = ’series elastic’ ) ?

0.0003 0.1725
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Table 9
Survey Questions and Summary Statistics

q1: Please rate the usefulness of the following aspects of REHABROBO-QUERY while querying about
Mean σ2

4.08 0.70

Mechanical properties of robots 4.07 0.80

Joint movements targeted by rehabilitation robots 4.00 0.65

Evaluation metrics for rehabilitation robots 3.93 0.70

Publications about rehabilitation robots 4.33 0.62

q2: For what purpose would you use REHABROBO-QUERY in your research?
Mean σ2

4.18 0.81

Identifying relevant rehabilitation robots suitable for a therapy 4.40 0.83

Identifying researchers/labs for relevant rehabilitation robots 4.00 0.65

Identifying outcomes of clinical studies for relevant rehabilitation robots 4.13 0.91

q3: Overall how would you rate the usefulness of REHABROBO-QUERY for the following user groups?
Mean σ2

4.33 0.66

Rehabilitation robotics engineers 4.67 0.49

Physical medicine experts 4.14 0.66

Hospitals 3.92 0.76

Students/researchers 4.53 0.52

- Responses to q3 indicate that participants eval-
uated REHABROBO-QUERY to be highly use-
ful for rehabilitation robotics engineers, stu-
dents/researchers and physical medicine experts,
while also finding it useful for hospitals.

While the participants were testing REHABROBO-
QUERY, we have made ourselves available for any
questions they might have. All participants were able
to complete several examples of each query type and
no participant required any clarifications about query
construction during testing, even though the partic-
ipants were not familiar with REHABROBO-QUERY

before. Furthermore, we have interviewed the partici-
pants after they completed their evaluations. In these
interviews and the open-ended question in the ques-
tionnaire, we have not received any negative feed-
back about query construction. These experiences can
be viewed as a positive evidence that supports clarity
of REHABROBO-CNL (e.g., participants were able to
construct queries they required using REHABROBO-
QUERY) and the easy use of the interface (e.g., par-
ticipants had no difficulty finding relevant tabs/menus,
thanks to its interactive and intelligent design).

We have received one improvement suggestion
about the interface: while formulating queries one af-
ter another, it will be good to re-use some parts of
the previous queries. Similarly, two of the participants
have noted that complex negative queries (especially
the ones with double negations) can become unnatural
and hard to understand. Relevant updates are planned
as part of our future work.

8. Related Work

The most related work involves ontology systems
and tools that support natural language queries over
ontologies.

Development of natural language interfaces that
provide query answering over ontologies has been
subject of research for many years. For this reason,
many systems [4,6,8,23,27,28,32,34,47,50,52] have
been developed that propose various approaches over
some common challenges, such as processing of the
natural language input (balancing ambiguity and ex-
pressiveness) and support for broad or narrow domains
(portability).
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One of the most recently developed systems is
BIOQUERY-ASP [18], which is a software system
that answers natural language queries over biomedical
databases and ontologies related to drug discovery. It
utilizes Answer Set Programming (ASP) [33] to query
such knowledge resources. It allows the users to en-
ter queries in a controlled natural language from its
user interface, and then answers the queries by trans-
forming the query in a controlled natural language
into an ASP program. To enable interoperability over
multiple biomedical ontologies and databases, it inte-
grates ontologies via a rule layer in ASP. To answer
queries, it utilizes ASP solvers such as CLASP [24]
and CLASP-NK, and it also provides explanations to
the queries. BIOQUERY-ASP covers sophisticated
queries with nested relative clauses, aggregates, su-
perlatives, nonmonotonic negation, etc. as necessitated
by its domain of drug discovery; and to represent and
answer these queries, ASP provides a better frame-
work. REHABROBO-QUERY covers simpler queries
due to the requirements of its domain of rehabilitation
robotics, and thus sophisticated aspects of ASP are not
needed. W3C recommended Semantic Web technolo-
gies provide a sufficiently good framework to repre-
sent and answer these queries. Both systems provide
an interactive and intelligent user-interface to construct
queries with respect to their own CNLs, avoiding am-
biguities.

Ferrández et al. [22] introduce QACID, which cov-
ers a movie ontology. The idea is to train the system
using many queries and keep the resulting set of clus-
ters (mostly asked questions) in a database. Then, man-
ually, each query type is associated with a SPARQL
query. Finally, the queries are answered by a query en-
gine that is implemented in QACID and proposed as a
new entailment-based engine. Although there is no for-
mal description of what types of queries are supported
by QACID, all of the examples given in the paper are
simple queries that do not involve disjunctions, nega-
tions, (nested) relative clauses, and quantifiers. In that
sense, REHABROBO-QUERY supports a greater vari-
ety of queries. In terms of user interface, since QACID
allows the users to enter queries as free text, there may
be ambiguities. REHABROBO-QUERY provides an in-
teractive user-interface to enter queries, and thus pre-
vents ambiguities in the query.

FREYA [10] is developed by the creators of and
as a development upon QUESTIO [47]. In order to
support natural language queries, it uses Stanford
Parser [12] to generate a parse tree. Then, using GATE
libraries [9], it tries to find some ontology concepts

that can be mapped to the query terms. Then, it gen-
erates a SPARQL query and executes the query using
the inference engine in BIGOWLIM, that supports
SPARQL, on top of Sesame. It relies on clarification
dialogues with users in the cases of ambiguity or in
the cases where the system cannot find an answer to
a query. Over time, the system learns to ask the cor-
rect questions to the users by placing correct sugges-
tions on top of similar queries. The system is tested on
one dataset, and it is stated that FREYA failed to an-
swer some questions (e.g., queries including negation)
correctly. These questions could not be mapped to a
SPARQL query in spite of clarification dialogues and
learning mechanism. REHABROBO-QUERY supports
queries with negation, and can guide the user to con-
struct queries according to its CNL without any ambi-
guities.

Lopez et al. [35] introduce PowerAqua, which is
evolved from AquaLog [34]. It provides natural lan-
guage querying over multiple ontologies; thus, sup-
ports high scalability and portability. It uses GATE li-
braries and WordNet [20] to process natural language
queries. It transforms the queries to triples and an-
swers them with its own query engine. To limit the
search space, it uses filtering and ranking heuristics.
Since it does not contain any linguistic knowledge in
the background, it has a limited linguistic coverage.
It is good at answering simple questions yet it fails
on questions that contain comparisons and quantifiers.
REHABROBO-QUERY supports queries with quanti-
fiers. In terms of user interface, PowerAqua queries
are entered as free text, while some examples are illus-
trated to the user if requested. In that sense, there may
be ambiguities of queries. Due to its CNL-based inter-
active interface, REHABROBO-QUERY prevents am-
biguous queries.

Valencia-García et al. [48] introduce OWLPath,
which gets user queries in a controlled natural lan-
guage, transforms it into a SPARQL query and executes
the query over an ontology via Jena framework and
using the DL reasoner PELLET. The statements in its
CNL start with “View any...” and follow English gram-
mar. However, they are not full and valid English sen-
tences. Although it is stated that OWLPath provides
a Web interface through AJAX, it is not available on-
line. OWLPath provides suggestions for queries, rel-
ative to the terminology of its CNL; in that sense,
REHABROBO-QUERY and OWLPath have some sim-
ilarities. For each condition in the query, OWLPath
adds a FILTER statement in the SPARQL query. There-
fore, the transformation of the query into SPARQL is
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not, in fact, a transformation to triples but a set of FIL-
TER statements. In that sense, the underlying transfor-
mation of REHABROBO-QUERY is more systematic in
covering other types of queries (e.g., with negation).

9. Conclusion

In this article, we have introduced methods for rep-
resenting queries about rehabilitation robotics in a con-
trolled natural language, transforming them into for-
mal queries, and computing answers to them using au-
tomated reasoners over the first formal rehabilitation
robotics ontology REHABROBO-ONTO. We have also
introduced an interactive and intelligent user-interface
as part of the software system REHABROBO-QUERY,
that guides the users during this whole process in such
a way that the users do not have to know about the un-
derlying logical formalism of the ontology or the for-
malism to represent queries; and they do not have to
know about the use of the technologies for computing
answers to their questions.

By means of answering sophisticated queries over
REHABROBO-ONTO, appropriate rehabilitation robots
for a particular patient or a physical therapy can be
found or designed; this further paves the way for
translational physical medicine (from bench-to-bed
and back) and personalized physical medicine. Also,
REHABROBO-QUERY aids the exchange of informa-
tion across rehabilitation robots researchers over the
world, and therefore improves the state-of-the-art; it
allows to identify “gaps” in functionality of rehabilita-
tion robots, that can further improve research efforts.

Having a structured formal representation of knowl-
edge about rehabilitation robotics as an ontology, al-
lows answering complex queries that requires inte-
gration with other knowledge resources (e.g., patient
databases, disease ontologies). Along this research di-
rection, integration of REHABROBO-ONTO with ex-
isting anatomy, disease and patient ontologies can be
achieved by providing a rule layer between these on-
tologies and REHABROBO-ONTO, for integration of
the related concepts [17]. In addition, some exten-
sions in the grammar of REHABROBO-CNL, the algo-
rithms and the user interface of REHABROBO-QUERY

are needed to be able to answer complex queries
about therapies, diseases and anatomy. These studies
concerning interoperability of REHABROBO-ONTO is
part of our ongoing work.
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